
P~THODS OF DETERMINING b~iT-CELL PARAPKETERS FROM 

POWDER PATTEFaNS (R~'iEW) 

V. A. Zaboiotnyi DDC 539.26 

A survey is presented on existing approaches to determining unit-cell parameters 
from powder x-ray diffraction data. The relationships between them are examined 
along with the advantages and shortcomings. 

INI~RODUCTION 

i~nere are entire classes of compounds available only in polycrystailine form, such as 
clays; also, some substances are of interest in the polycrystailine state, such as high-tem- 
perature superconductors. The poiycrystalline material gives a depleted one-dimensional dif- 
fraction pattern~ and therefore the structure interpretation is difficult. On the other hand, 
determining the lattice parameters is the first step in interpreting the structure, and the 
reliability with which this is done, and even the possibility of doing it, will determine the 
establishment of the structure. Attention is concentrated on developing methods, algorithms, 
and programs for the purpose. 

Unit-cell parameter determination in the powder method has specific features and differs 
substantially from the single-crystal approach, so it represents an independent research line. 
Methods for using powder data have been developed almost from the start of diffraction re- 
search. The papers are unevenly distributed over the years. The maximum occurred in the 
i970s (Fig. i), which was associated with computer developments. At the start of the 1980s, 
there was some fall in the number of papers, although on the whole the interest in powder 
methods increased (powder methods being used to refine structures). That fall was due to 
ambiguity in the solutions for the unit-cell parameters given by the powder method. Several 
generations of researchers have made efforts to overcome this basic difficulty. 

The difficulties in parameter determination were first examined at a symposium [i] and 
in a review [2]; the main obstacle to reliable parameter determination is the inadequate 
accuracy in reflection position determination, in a later review [3], the main emphasis was 
placed on imperfections in criteria for the solution reliability, i.e., imperfections in 
methods of selecting the true cell from the set of possible ones. The following difficulty 
occurs here: so far, methods have been developed that are applicable to perfect crystals, 
and little support has been given to the structure of imperfect crystals, in spite of in- 
creasing interest in them. The difficulties in determining cell parameters from powder data 
are due to the averaging over all orientations, which gives a one-dimensional scattering 
pattern [4]. As it is imposSible to obtain a unique solution in that case, the lattice param- 
eters are determined by trial and error. The main difficulty arises from low-symmetry cases, 
where there are 4-5 unknown parameters, although they account for about 70% of all materials 
[5]. The scope for trial and error was substantially extended by fast computing (more than a 
million operations a second). Previously impossible procedures also acquired considerable 
development, such as direct parameter scans or Miller index scans (h, k, i). Much fuller use 
is made there of the information obtained from the diffraction experiment. 

i. BASIC CONCEPTS Ai~ S~IBOLS 

Contemporary powder X-ray structure analysis gives information on the time-averaged 
positions of the atoms, mainly within the point model, which includes information on the 
lattice parameters, atomic coordinates, and space group. On that model, i consider the basic 
concepts (lattice, lattice basis, and ceil) in accordance with [6]. Let ri;r ~ ..... r~ be lin- 
early independent vectors in R n. The name n-dimensional lattice is given to the set of points 
~ir1+m~r~= ~+"'§ , where the quantities m i, m 2, ..., m n run independently through integer 
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Fig. i. Statistics of unit-cell parameter determination 
publication numbers. 

values. The vectors r~, r 2 ..... r= are called the lattice basis. The set of points representing 

the ends of the vectors %r1+~2r2-?...-~rn, is called the lattice cell, where ~ can take all 
values in the range m i < ~ < m i + i (i = i, 2 ..... n) and m i are integers. A cell is an n- 
dimensional parallelepiped whose vertices are called lattice points. The cells completely 
fill the space R n without intersection. A given lattice can be specified by means of various 
bases. Unambiguous basis choice is related to special directions in the crystal (in what 
follows, we are interested mainly in three-dimensional lattices, so the subsequent arguments 
relate to them). The name singular is given to a direction in a three-dimensional lattice on 
which there is a symmetry axis of order above the first. Such directions have two major 
features : 

i) there is always a series of lattice nodes along a singular direction; and 

2) there is always a nodal net perpendicular to a singular direction. 

The basis vectors usually lie along singular directions, but this may be insufficient 
for unambiguous selection. Two points are needed to supplement this. The basis should be 
invariant with respect to the translational subgroup of the crystal's space group and the 
corresponding cell volume should be minimal. The coordinate system formed in this way is 
called the crystal physics system, and the conditions for choosing it are called the Bravais 
conditions. The name unit cell is given to the parallelepiped constructed from the shortest 
vectors r i along the crystallographic coordinate axes. 

Each stage in structure interpretation requires appropriate software; one most frequently 
solves tasks of the A-z = u~ type, where z is the required information, u the initial data, 
and A an operator. Host tasks in structure analysis, including unit-cell parameter determina- 
tion, are inverse treatments, i.e., defining z from A and u. Therefore, one encounters insta- 
bility with respect to errors in the input data and multiple turning points associated with 
uncertainties in selecting A. 

in all cases, lattice parameter determination splits up into two main steps: generating 
possible cells and comparing them. 

2. CELL GF~-~RATiON: Tn~ BASIC EQUATION SYSTFT-i 

AND ~,~THODS OF SOLVING iT 

The operator equation A. z= ~ is written as a system of equations for the powder method 
.,. 

relating the parameters of the reciprocal lattice a ̂, b ~, c* * ^* * , ~ , > , 7 , the scattering 
angles (8i) , and the Miller indices (h i , ki, ~i), i.e., a system composed of the squares of 

the distances between the reciprocal-lattice nodes [2]: 

Q1 ---- /gl= -q- ~i O -- ~I C --, -Al~la b CO.. q- ..~i{i~ C COb ~ , .kl~1~ C COS ~ , r . 
tl/ 

in which ~ = (~sin201),k ~ .... , ON= (4sin~ON)%~, N is the number of reflections, and A the wavelength. 

Operator A is a rectangular matrix composed of pair products of integers (Hiller indices), 
which are not kno~m in advance. Moreover, in general, the rank of the matrix is not known 
in advance (the crystal system is unknown). These features predetermine the main difficulties 
in determining the unit-cell parameters. 

There are three main groups of ways for generating cells: i) methods based on relation- 
ships between the Q (equation dependence); 2) methocs oased on varying the ceil parameters; 
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and 3) methods based on scanning the indices. That subdivision is nominal. Algorithms for 
determining the cell parameters usually combine the various approaches. 

Special attention is given to two limiting situations in examining detailed ways of cell 
generation: 

i) the number of calculated cells is so large that there is major difficulty in selecting 
the true one reliably; and 

2) the true cell cannot be found because of some features in the algorithm 

a) Use of Linear Combinations of Q 

We consider the use of linear combinations of Q for solving (i). There are two groups. 
The first contains methods based on combinations of 2(Q i + Qj) = Qk + Qm: 

A) 2 (Qhoo + Qoo,) = Q~oz + Q~o~; 

C) 2 (Qooz + O~o) = Q~z + Qh~?; 

D) 2 (Qh~oz~ - -  Q~?.~.,) = _ n h + h  ,,q+z ~ --~ ,o~ _h~,~ _z �9 

k / ) 

The second is based on differential linear combinations of the type t(Qi - Qj) = Qk - Qm: 

Both type of relation have been considered in detail in [7, 8]; a general expression has 
been given [9] for combinations of type (3), while it can be shown for combinations of r.~ ~zj 

type that 

2 (Qh~q = Qh~z~) = Qh~+h~+~;~+z~ § Q~-h~-~;~- V (4) 

One can aiso have other linear relations between the Q, e.g 

/ x k5) 

However, these have not been widely used because of the interpretation difficulty. There are 
also simple combinations relating reflections with particular indices, e.g., for orthogonai 
zones 

eh3o + Q~o = Qh~o" ( 6 )  

That type of relation has also not been widely used, so the subsequent exposition con- 
cerns types (2) and (3). i illustrate the use of linear Q combinations for a method known in 
the literature as the Runge-ito one [7, i0]. One chooses the reflections that define the 
lengths and directions of three -:~ncoplanar vectors as follows. The first step is to identify 
the hk0, h0~, 0ki zones. For ex~.~pie, the hk0 zone is identified by selecting Qh00, Qckc (by 

trial and error), and then one defines two additional reflections Qhk0-Qhk 0 that satisfy (iA) 
and gets cos y*: 

~o  - -  O ~o  ( 7 ) 

r =4  ~ q,~oo• 

One sequentially scans through the reference reflections (Qk00, Q0k0, Q00L) and varies 
their indices to get the set of possible cells. The linear combinations of the Q are required 
here to calculate the angles, i.e., to reduce the number of unknowns in solving (i). i~qne = 
Runge-ito approach has been used in a considerable number of programs [11-i5] and has been 
thoroughly researched. There are two basic difficulties in using the method: systematic 
absences and the need to measure the reflection positions accurately. The absence of neces- 
sary reflections often means that one cannot select a combination of the basic reflections 
(Qh00, Q0k0, Q00i) and the additional ones (Qhk0, Qhkc, Qh0s Qh0s Q0ki, Q0ki)" The reason 
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TABLE i. Example of Accidental Combinations of 2(Q i + Qj) = 

Qk + Qm 

o 
a =  6, b = 7 ,  c = 8 , 3  A, cr  il0, ~----95, ~ ;=80  "~ 

Serial h~li hhli hhl~ h~lrn Qi Qj Q~ Qrn discrep- 
number ancy 

i* 

2 

3 

4* 

5* 

6* 

7* 

8 

OlO 

10t 

010 

I00 

001 

00i 

001 

101 

002 

01t 

120 

020 
Id- 

I10 

100 

o~2 

0t2 

t02 

oW 

t02 

i t 2  

220 170 

110 It~ 

11f 111 

~01 I0I 

12s 2iT 

0,0237 

0,0438 

0,0237 

0,0287 

0,0i65 

0,0i65 

0,0i65 

0,0464 

0,0658 

0,0533 

0,1074 

0,0947 

0,0463 

0,0443 

0,0287 

0,0632 

0,0632 

0,097i 

0A230 

0,i074 

0,0443 

0,0463 

0,0438 

0,0962 

0,I158 

0,097i 

0,i390 

0,1393 

0,08i2 

0,0752 

0,0464 

0,1230 

18• 

48• tO -s 

143X lO -s 

328X lO -s 

340X iO -s 

399• -s 

453X iO -s 

542 • lO -s 

Note. The asterisk denotes relationships interpreted in 
accordance with (4). 

for the absence of reflections may be not only extinction but also pseudoextinction. A very 
important part is also played by reflection overlap. As regards reflection measurement ac- 
curacy, in most cases, including those mentioned above, one notes as follows: to identify 
the unit-cell parameters, it is sufficient to have a set of measured d with an accuracy of 
5-10 -~ ~, which is quite attainable in many cases [16], even a higher accuracy in determining 
the reflection positions may mean that the Q combination found does not give a reliable solu- 
tion, because there may be accidental linear reflection combinations. For example, Table i 
gives a list of Q combinations of (2) type. ~ne Q have been calculated from arbitrarily 
selected values for the parameters a = 6, b = 7, c = 8.3 ~, ~ = ii0, $ = 95, y = 80 ~ , and the 
combinations have been sequenced on the discrepancy 

12(Q~ = Qy) - Q~ - Q~I. ( 8 )  

in that list, the second combination of indices cannot be explained by the (4) transforma- 
tion, and an attempt to calculate the angle between the direction vectors leads to an un- 
defined value. 

i conclude that the second limiting case occurs with the Runge-ito method: the true 
cell may be absent from the list of possible ones. 

One uses (3) as (2), i.e., to find the angle between reference vectors. The short- 
comings are as for (2), so i do not stop in detail on them. i show that linear combinations 
of the Q can be used not only to find the angular parameters but also the linear ones (a*, 

o , c 7, e.g., let the relation m~Whks - Qhk~)=Q-hk(tL) - Qhk(t~) be obeyed for four Q, when 

2z 2 (L - -  t ~) 

Many attempts have been made to improve the Runge-ito method. An example of a theoretical 
development is [i7], where it was shown that one can pass to the primitive cell if the cal- 
culated one is nonprimitive by linear transformation with rational coefficients, where the 
coefficients should have a common denominator. 

From the practical viewpoint, the [18] program is the best based on the Runge-ito me~hod, 
but here, as in an another development [IQ], the angles are defined not by means of (7) but 
by determining the frequency of occurrence for R [20]: 

[ ~ . o  - ;~Q~oo - ~<~o,o I ,~. ;: _ {~--:~}. ( i o )  

One usually gets several peaks in R for given Ql00 and Q010- Although this technique 
gives more reliable results, it does not allow the possibility of overlooking the true cell, 
since there remains the problem of identifying basal and zonal reflections. The latter should 
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be suffieient!y numerous for R to give the true solution. The Hess-Lipson method has been 
discussed in detail in [23] and is a method of calculating the angle from R that resembles 
the procedure for identifying the parameters in the presence of orthogonal zones as proposed 
in [21, 22]. The procedure is based on the assumption that the most frequently encountered 
differences, where i < j, will be differences equal to or multiples of the szuares of the 
reciprocal lattice parameters, in [23-26], there are recommendations on th~ eccuraey in com- 
paring the differences (usually, the differences are considered as coincident, within 0.0005 
limits). There one also finds numerous examples illustrating the correspondenc~ between the 
reciprocal parameters and the AQ for various hks e.g.: 

O2~  - -  Qo~z = 4a*L (ii) 

Q2#z -- Q1kt = 3a*< 

The Hess-Lipson method is most effective for the higher symmetries. 

An interesting of using AQ is in defining b for monoclinic symmetry (B # 90 ~ ) as proposed 
by Zacchariasen [27]; it =z assumed that it the differences 

.2 .~ *z ( i 2 )  
a Q  = Q~ - ? s  = (k~  - % ) x b  . 

are related as 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, ..., the cell is centered, while if they are related as 
i, o, 3, s, .... it is primitive. Examples of that approach can be found in [28]. None of 
these cell generation me~hods is exhaustive because they do not always enable one to cal- 
culate the true cell. However, they can be used as auxiliary methods in index scanning and 
parameter variation. 

b) identifying Cells by Scannin ~ indices 

Methods based on scanning indices and varying parameters are exhaustive [3], i.e., one 
can set up an algorithm for generating cells in such a way that the true one must be present. 
Fast computing is basic to exhaustive methods. 

In index scanning, indices are assigned sequentially to certain present (reference) 
reflections and a subsystem in system (i) is solved to obtain a set of lattices. These lat- 
tices are either checked at ~nce or are stored for subsequent checking. The main difficulties 
in implementing the method arise in locating the true cell in the set. 

Another major constraint is the long run time, which is largely determined by the fol- 
lowing factors: the problem dimensions, the number of possibilities for the reference reflec- 
tions, the range used in the indices, the system solution time, and the time needed to compute 
the functionals. The most time is required to identify a triclinic cell. One can estimate 
the run times for that case. With the ES-i061, the mean time required to compute one value 
of a functional substantially exceeds the time needed to solve (I) and constitutes about 0.i 
sec. Let any six of the first ten reflections be taken as the reference ones (the number of 
such combinations is u~0), while the indices for them range from -3 to +3 (7~/4 sets of Miller 
indices for one reference refleczxon)," ~ ~ in which case the total solution time is many tens of 
thousands of hours. Direct index selection (without limitations) is impracticable for any 
computer speed. 

One of the first studies on computer stepping of indices is [29]; it resembles the others 
in employing various ways of optimizing the calculations, of which we describe the most ef- 
fective, i.e., the ones giving the main advantage in run time. First of all, this is the 
generation and storage of ordered Miller index arrays [29]. The ordering is on h z = k 2 = hk + 
i a or h a + k 2 + s i.e., on hexagonal or cubic laws correspondingly, and it enables one 
initially to derive the cells with the least volume and only then to pass to testing less 
likely cells with larger ones. One can eliminate equivalent cells to reduce the run time, 
i.e., cells for which the following conditions are not met [29]: 

a* >j b* ~ r orthorhombic 

a "- ~ b ~"/> 2a'b* Cos 7 * monociinic 

a *~/> b .2 >~ c*" > 2b'c* cos a* >~ O] 

b .2 ~> 2a'b* cos %"* I triciinic 
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TABLE 2. Forms of 
indices for First 
Reflections from [39] 

Form Refiec, 
number tion . Index 

number 

I 

II 

III 

tV 

i 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
.2 

TABLE 3. Eight Types of Line Splitting on Powder 
Patterns for Substances with Hexahedral Structures 
[53] 

Distor- 
tion 
type 

~00 
010 t 
200 2 
0~0 3 

4 
100 5 
020 6 
llO 7 

These measures reduce 

'ioo Number of reflection on 
Symmetry pattern 

Tetragonal 
Trigonal 
Ort~orhombic 
Orthorhombic 
Monoclinic 
Monoclinic 
Triclinic 

ilO I l l  2(]0 2 1 0  

1 2 3 
2 1 2 

2 2 

3 2 
4 3 i2 

2 l i  

2 
3 
3 
4 
6 
7 

12 

the stepping time by an order of magnitude, but this is far from 
sufficient, and additional reductions are needed, e.g., by locating groups of reference 
reflections with one or two identical indices. The following are separate examples. 

We consider searching for a group of three reflections having one identical index each 
(orthorhombic symmetry), for which we write the corresponding quadratic form as 

Q / ~ , ~ ,  t~ ,~  j (14) 

if qi' qj, Qm have identical h indices, and then with 

= = b*~,"~ ~ X a*~,~ = c*~,"h% *~, ( 1 5 )  

we get 

B~j = O i - - Q j = z  , - r v  o = xA z +~A. , ,  
' ~JQ:I .zjQj I " 

kLQm l~Qm, = zA s "6" vA~, 

"~ V ZJQJ l 

/ f\ klo) 

We step ki, kj, k m, i i, Lj, ~m within narrow limits (usually i-4) and solve (16) in pairs 
to get coincident x and y; we then specify some pair of reflections from Qi, Qj, Qm as refer- 
ence ones to reduce the index stepping time by several orders of magnitude. Many practical 
procedures of that type have been described, e.g., the ratios of the parameters in the (ink0) 
orthogonai zone can be derived from 

b * ' -  !>,it4 
!@J 

7 ~ i 7 2 

I , ,~ [ . o I 

(i7 

Aspects of using this approach have been considered in [30-35]; for monoclinic symmetry, by 
analogy with (14) we transform the quadratic form to 

Q = ( h  ~ '  - ' 7  k2b . 2 )  I + . ..> ., ..., . 
n-a " q- k-b'" 

(18) 

We put 

c . 2  2 h  c o s  ~*a :~e  * 

O ~ J o 3 ~ a n n s  z - -  h ' - ' a * "  - -  k " b * "  ' Y - -  h ' - 'a* ' - '  - -  , ~ : b  * z  ' 
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to get three equations for x and y: 

l~l~ t I l i l .  } 
Qi--Pi= ,3 Ixz.-F/ J IxY; 

Q ~ e i ]  J Q~QJ 

1@21 '-I 
Q; - e ~  = QJQ;~ IX x , ]()jQk 

xy. 

f \ 
~, 19,, 

if the pattern contains four reflections with two identical indices h and k, we can 
derive them from the coincident x and y. Figure 2 estimates the frequency of occurrence for 
such reflections in monoclinic symmetry from 25 randomly selected cards from JCPDS. It is 
not always possible to derive the true solution by searching for lines with identical indices: 
the 30 first single lines contain four reflections with two identical indices only in 90% of 
cases. 

There are numerous papers in which the use of factors similar to (14) and (18) has been 
employed in constructing graphical procedures for indexing powder patterns [36-38]; the graphs 
usually display the paths followed by reflections with particular indices, in those methods, 
the indexing reliability for the entire pattern is completely dependent on the initial assump- 
tions about the indices of the individual reflections, while the determination accuracy is 
considerably lower than that of computerized procedures, so we do not consider them. 

The [39] method is one of those designed to reduce the index stepping; here it is pro- 
posed to fix the indices for the first reflections in several of the most probable forms. 
Table 2 for example gives such forms for triciinic symmetry with preliminary check on the 
multiplicity (Qz and Q2). 

This technique does not allow one to hope that the true solution will always be found, 
but there is a high probability that certain combinations of the indices for the first reflec- 
tions make it desirable to begin the stepping with them. 

Finally, we describe a method of reducing the volume of computation often termed a theo- 
retical one in the literature [40, 4i] (subsequently called Vand's criterion): the decomposi- 
tion of the solution in (i) into stages is based on constraints on the indices in the form 
diophantine Eqs. [42]. in general, we take some seven reflections and compile the determinant 

~" h "> A" h. "~ ;~'~ h ') h "~ = -~., -.L .-.~, .-~, ,-~, ~, :/ . ( 2 0 )  

T h i s  i s  z e r o  b e c a u s e  t h e  f i r s t  row i s  a l i n e a r  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  o t h e r s .  We e x p a n d  ( 2 0 )  w i t h  
r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  m i n o r s  P i  o f  t h e  e l e m e n t s  Q1 t o  g e t  

7 

~ PiQi=O. (21) 
i=l 

We replace the first row in (20) by the subsequent ones to get six further equations: 

7 

7 

~ P~hi~ i = 0 

Equations <~'~ <^~ t~• and t ~ )  are constraints on the values of the indices for these seven 
reflections. A similar construction has been given for the higher-symmetry cases in [41]. 
The [ 4 i ,  42 ]  a p p r o a c h e s  i n  f a c t  amoun t  t o  t h e  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  t h a t  i f  t h e  i n d i c e s  f o r  t h e  
reference reflections have been chosen correctly, e.g., Ql, Q2, Qa, Q4, Qs, Q~, then any 
o t h e r  r e f l e c t i o n  s h o u l d  be i n d e x e d  ( i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  c a s e ,  QT).  ~ e n  t h e s e  c o n s t r a i n t s  a r e  

( ~ A A .t 
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used, assigning the indices is an effective procedure in most of the symmetries, but it is 
not free from shortcomings related to the incomplete experimental diffraction pattern and 
the inaccuracy in the experimental Q. 

When one steps the indices, it is particularly important to know the exact positions 
of the reference reflections, since otherwise the calculated parameters may be distorted, 
which does not allow one to index the other reflections. 

c) Generation by Parameter Variation 

Errors in determining the reflection positions have somewhat less effect on the result 
from parameter variation. That line is represented by oniy a few papers, most of which are 
concerned with varying the parameters as an auxiliary procedure in index stepping, largely 
because complete stepping (i.e., stepping all the unknown parameters) is impossible, par- 
ticularly for iow-sym/netry cells. Parameter-variation algorithms in practice represent 
methods of solving what are essentially multiple-turning point problems of optimization in R n. 

The parent for optimization programs is a program for defining the parameters of an 
orthorhombic cell [43]; subsequently, the dichotomy algorithm proposed there was extended 
to the monociinic system [44]. The essence consists in successively splitting up the varia- 
tion regions. 

Let n, m, and t be the numbers of steps already performed along the a, b, and c axes 
(orthorhombic case), with ~ the step and a 0, b0, c o the initial parameter values. Then the 
entire variation space is covered by the net 

b o +  mq: b o +  ( m ~  ])~, 
co+ ~q: c o §  

at each node in which one calculates the intervals with the bounds 

i h2 k S l ~ 

t z4 l  
- - - -  T - -  

?~z  - (% ~ ,~)z , (b ~ + ~n)z (% + t~)~" 

One then compares the (24) interval system with the observed Qi set to leave only those 
regions in parameter space in which for ail Qi one has 

in which AQ l is either the error in measuring the Qi or some fixed quantity dependent on 
the step. 

The run time in parameter stepping exceeds that in index stepping under otherwise equal 
conditions because of the discreteness in the index space. To reduce the run time in param- 
eter stepping, it is proposed [43-45] to use a small number of reflections in the initial 
stages (e.g., 5 or 6 for orthorhombic symmetry), which in general reduces the reliability in 
the search. 

A major way of reducing run time in parameter variation is to convert to a treatment with 
fewer dimensions, and one way of doing this has been suggested in [46] on the basis that the 
reflection geometry in a powder pattern is determined by the ratios of the ceil parameters 
and the angles between them apart from a normalizing factor, which enables one to reduce the 
dimensions by one and use theoretical models, i.e., the relative values of the inverse squares 
of the interpianar distances t~i = wilQi), which are transferred to an external medium tmag- 
netic disk or tape). The method is effective because model generation occupies the main time 
on parameter variation (i-5 sec with an ES-i020 or 0.i sec with an ES-i060 etc,), in that 
case, it is necessary to specify certain ranges for the parameter ratios and angles, which 
are dependent on the computational power. This constraint sometimes leads to identifying 
parameters that are multiples of the true ones, but nevertheless the computing time is reduced 
by an order of magnitude. 

Parameter ratio variation requires one to specify an origin in the comparison of the 
exoerimentai and calculated Q, i.e., to specify the number of first lose reflections N~. In 
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~, 5o-I 

~o fo  5 

Number of ~4f~ectio~s 

Fig. 2. Estimating occurrence 
frequencies for four reflections 
with two identical indices from 
the JCPDS data. 

[46], an empirical approximate relationship was given between N l and the number of reflections 
N2% in the range 8l to 2% ! (e I is the angular position of the first reflection): 

N'~ = N2oI4" ( 2 6 )  

N i can be calculated more accurately from the unit-cell volume and the variation symmetry. 

Dimension reduction is effectively used in algorithms that combine index stepping with 
parameter variation; in the simplest case, the dimensions can be reduced if there is an 
orthogonal zone. That technique was given in [47] and has been called the reference-vector 
method. Let the Qhk0 reflection belong to the orthogonal zone, and then 

k z / )  Qh~o =Qh~o . c o s %  ~ = % § 1 7 7  

Qo~0 = Qh~o . s i n ~ ,  n =  l ,  nma x. 

Subsequently, the reference-vector method was extended to the monoclinic and triclinic sys- 
tems [48]. 

A similar method was proposed in [49, 50], where the indices i00 and 0i0 are assigned 
to certain values of Qi and Qj, usually the least ones~ Those quantities serve as bases for 
indexing a planar net of reciprocai-lattice nodes. The ~hko sets are calculated and compared 
with experiment for various values of y^. The suitability of the zone indexing forms in both 
cases is evaluated from the maximum in P(~*): 

~%~d (V*) (28) 
P (V*) --  Y * ' 

" Caic ( ? )  

in which Nind~ 7 ) is the number of nodes described by 

Q = IF-Q~ . k~'Qy + 2 h k ] / Q i Q y  • co.~ (y*), ( 2 9 )  

and t~calctY ) is the number of possible zonal reflections for the given zone parameters. One 
takes some reflection not belonging to the given zone to construct the cell and then attain 
the Bravais requirements by transformation in cell choice [5i]. 

it is difficult to say in advance whether parameter variation will be effective for a 
particular case, for two reasons. Firstly, one cannot state in advance the optimum variation 
step, i.e., the step for which the true turning point will not be overlooked; secondly, 
criteria for the turning points are variably effective for different forms of initial data, 
namely different accuracies in measuring the reflection positions, different numbers of 
overlapping lines, etc. 

We describe an attempt to estimate the step before the search starts, which was under- 
taken in [46] for criterion S (the sum of the discrepancies in the interpianar distances). 
The step along the coordinate axes is estimated on the basis that there should be a change 
in the index corresponding to a given axis for at least one reflection on going from one 
minimum in S to another. Then at the first minimum we have for d i that 

and at the second 

l (dL'dl)2 - -  }C'"A2 - -  k '"B~ - -  Z21 ~ s  (5o) 

](di/dl) 2 --(t~ ~ ~h)U(A ~ DA)  ~ - -  ki /B ~ - -  ~[ ~ E,,_ kZ• 

i n  w h i c h  A a n d  B a r e  r e l a t i v e  p a r a m e t e r s ,  A = a / c ,  B = b / c ,  w i t h  DA a n d  DB t h e i r  v a r i a t i o n s  
c o r r e s p o n d i n g l y .  We a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  m i n i m a  a r e  f a i r l y  d e e p ,  i . e . ,  E z = E 2 = O, t o  g e t  

D A / A  = ~h.'h. k J ~ )  
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TABLE 4. Uncertainty in Choosing Splitting Type in the Presence 
of Systematic Absences (orthorhombic primitive cell) 

Number I Group 
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Fig. 3. Variation in reflection positions in accordance 
with monociinicity angle (a = 5, b = 4.95, c = 5.05 ~, 
B e (91-120~ sp gr. P2). 

with h = i0 and kh = i we get DA/A = 0.i. One can vary h by simultaneous variation in A 
and B. Then DA and DB are less than the above estimates, so (32) gives an upper bound to 
the step size. 

Programs constructed for parameter variation are somewhat inferior as regards run time 
to index stepping ones and are also somewhat less good in performance (60 as against 70%). 
Modern methods of multiparameter optimization have been used [32] to improve the reliability. 

d) Homology and isostructurai Compound Selection 

There are also various other approaches, whose common feature is that a suggestion is 
made on the structure before (i) is solved, if the suggestions are justified, the solution 
is considerably simplified. Approaches here include homology and isostructural compound 
choice. 

in homology [53], the unit cell is considered as a distorted form of one with higher 
symmetry of a compound related in structure. A similar task arises in describing a given 
cell in different settings. Let the vectors in the new cell a, b, and c be related to the 
vectors in the initial cell a0, b 0, c o by 

a = i la  o § ~lbo + ~leo, 

b = l~a o § m2b o + n2co, ( 3 3 )  

c = Zsa o ~ ~abo ~ naC o. 

Then the indices in the initial and new cells are related by 

h = ~h o + .ttko ~ nJo, 
k = Z2h 0 ~ ~.2kO ~ n2ZO, k ~ J  

or in terms of g= Zaho-- ~ a % +  %Z0, 

I ~ ~ 

/ 

35) 
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we have (ho) 
(hkZ)  = A k o . 

l o 

(36) 

(IAI indicates by what factor the cell vo!ume alters). For example, in a crystal with cubic 
symmetry, there is one reflection from the cube faces, while on distortion to an orthorhombic 
paralleiepiped, there are two or three. The type of splitting is dependent on the type of 
distortion, i.e., which reflections are split and into how many. Reflection splitting for 
cubic lattices (face-centered, body-centered, and primitive) and for hexagonal lattices will 
correspond to three-layer and two-layer close packing correspondingly on transition to the 
lower-symmetry lattices, which has been tabulated by Mikheev [53]. Table 3 is an example 
of this for a cubic primitive lattice. 

However, the line-grouping tables are far from complete, when there are glide symmetry 
elements in the distorted structure, systematic absences lead to additional uncertainty in 
interpreting the line grouping, which reduces the reliability in determining the distortion 
type. Table 4 gives the reflection grouping in the presence of systematic absences for 
primitive orthorhombic cells. The line splittings differ substantially in the presence of 
systematic absences, which can lead to accidentally similar groups and correspondingly incor- 
rect interpretation. 

No software has been developed for the homology method, for two reasons: firstly there 
is no method of describing lattice distortions in homologous transformations suitable for 
programming, and secondly, there is no satisfactory formalized way of identifying reflection 
groups. 

The first difficulty is not fundamental, whereas the second is. Often, identifying reflec- 
tion grouping is made difficult by group overlap. Figures 3 and 4 show the reflection shifts 
as the angle and the ratios between the parameters alter correspondingly. 

An isostructural compound can be selected by comparing patterns, and also on the basis 
of crysta!lochemical experience. When an isostructurai compound can be selected, one com- 
pares the .:~dices of reflections with similar d. isostructurai compound selection is often 
fruitful ~23]. Attempts have been made E54] to automate the method. 

3. WAYS OF COMPARING CALCULATED CELLS 

Before we consider detailed ways of comparing cells, we introduce some [5] concepts. 

Let S be the transformation matrix with components Sij, while aj are noncoplanar transla- 
tions in the initial lattice, and b i are the same for the 9esultant one. Then 

(37) b~ ~ (i= i, o 3). = ~ S i j a / '  - ,  
j = l  

Three basic cases of derived lattices are distinguished [5]: 

i. The resultant lattice is a superlattice if the Sij are integers and ISI > !. 
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TABLE 5. Values of K s and Ks for Various 
Symmetries and Lattice Types 

Lattice Sy=~etry Kl 
type 

P 

F 

A , B  

C , I  

i Cubic 

4 Tetragonal 
Hexagonal 

2 Or thorhombic 

Monoclinic 
Triclinic 

32 

ill 

24 

S 

4 

2 

TABLE 6. Values of Coefficients for Calculating 
Numbers of Reflections [73] 

Lattice 
Symmetry type K0 K= 

Cubic 

Hexagonal 

Tetragonal 

P 
I 
f: 

P 
I 

O 
0 

o 

OA5 

0.214 
O,t07 

Rhombohedral 

Orthorhombic 

Monoclinic 

Triclinic 

P 
f , A . B , C  

F 

P 
C 

0,23 

{),524 
0.252 
0.i31 
i .047 
0.524 

2,095 

(L~62 
o.475 
o,354 

i ,04 

1.25 
0,62 

'1.04 

i .36 
0,6,"; 
0,34 

0.786 
0,3(33 

0 

2. The resultant lattice is a subiattice when the elements of matrix S -~ = T, i.e, the 
Tij are integers and i• > i. 

3. The resultant lattice is a combined one if one or more of the elements Sij in matrix 
T are fractional numbers and one of more of the elements Tij from T are also fractions. 

Particular interest for unit-cell parameter determination attaches to the fact that 
there may be a certain number of common interpianar distances in the resultant lattices. 

Unit-cell identification programs give superiattices, subiattices, and combined ones; 
one lattice cannot be distinguished from another if the set of interplanar distances is the 
same. in that case, one speaks of a complete geometrical uncertainty, in [55], a method was 
given for this case for identifying the ceil with maximal symmetry, and in [56] a program 
was described for the method. 

Partial geometrical uncertainty occurs when two or more lattices have several common 
interpianar distances, but not aii of them are coincident. The less the number of reflections 
used for the unit-ceil parameter determination, the more marked the effects from partial 
geometrical uncertainty. The diffraction pattern is bounded on the one hand by the primary 
beam and on the other by the range of angles in which there are many overlapping reflections. 
Calculations show that one can avoid the difficulties with incomplete selection if one has a 
number of single reflections larger by an order of magnitude than the number of unknown param- 
eters. However, it is virtually impossible to satisfy that requirement, particularly for 
low-symmetry cases. Therefore, the caicuiations are usually performed with partial geometri- 
cal uncertainty, where the solutions to (i) include parameters characterizing combined lat- 
tices. 

in unit-ceil parameter determination, the lattices are compared via the sets of calcu- 
lated positions for the reflections, which are compared with the experimental ones; if this 
is done entirely on the basis of the researcher's experience, it is called a qualitative com- 
parison. That type of comparison has been considered the most reliable because it incorpo- 
rates more factors than in the caicuiation of some functional. The calculated and experi- 
mental reflection sets can be compared most simply in interactive mode [57, 58]. i consider 
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that expert systems [59] will in future be used in the automatic rejection of solutions to 
(i). 

Attempts have been made to set up completely automatic parameter identification programs 
mainly on the basis of quantitative cell comparison methods. The basis in the cell comparison 
is the ratio of the mean discrepancy (AQ i) to the mean indexing window (~i) [60]: 

We begin a description of the crit2ria with the one proposed by de Wolf in that paper 
[60] and recommended in [61] for genera: use: 

:i%-o = Q~-o/~qi N~ ( 39 ) 

in which . . . . . . . . . . .  Q20, i.e., the number of calculated Q up to L~20 is Ene numDer of W: such tna~ Q~ < 
J , J - 

the 20th experimental one inclusive. W"nen H20 is cazcu• it is assumed that all 20 reflec- 
tions have been indexed (apart from one or Ewo), i.e., for each Qi 

Now let 6 i be half the difference between two calculated Q such that 

The r a t i o  be tween  t h e  mean v a l u e s  o f  8 i and aQi fo rms  t h e  b a s i s  o f  a f a m i l y  o f  t h e  
w e i g h t e d  and u n w e i g h t e d  c r i t e r i a ,  wh ich  i s  a f u r t h e r  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  M20 and has  been  c a l l e d  
o r d e r  f q u a l i t y  f i g u r e s  [ 3 ] :  

Qma= N" 
F = - - = . ~ n l / S  x ~ , (42) 

{= ] =/:. / / I -  -- -11/1 QCax [[ ~ O{ 
F~ = ~ , •  x ,,- , < : 

:7 LC%-~QiJ 2-u ~ ~{AQ{ 

C in which ~i is the weight of Qi, Nc is the number of calculated Q, and Qmax is the maximal 

QC, i.e., the one for which the modulus of the difference from QN is minimal. These criteria 
are better than M20 from the viewpoint of calculation correctness, but they have the same 
efficiency, i.e., the capacity to identify the true solution. That approach is not the only 
attempt to improve on M20. in [62] it was proposed to use 

1, ,\ 

.,v_.0 ==,:[v'-:~x~], (i = ~ ) .  ~: 

Here K is a symmetry factor. K = 0.107 for the triciinic system, 0.160 for monoclinic, 0.176 
for orthorhombic, 0.328 for hexagonal, 0.264 for tetragonal, and 0.580 for cubic, if the cell 
comparison is within a single system, the symmetry factor can be neglected, as in [46]. The 
same principles are used in criteria based on the mean scattering-angle discrepancy A@ [63]: 

N 
~4D) 

in which N is the number of observed reflections, in that case, as previously, the main char- 
acteristics are the mean discrepancy, the number of reflections, and the cell volume. 

A feature common to these criteria is that they are applicable only for single-phase 
compounds. Attempts have been made to determine unit-cell parameters for muitiphase systems, 
although the criteria remain based on the same principles [64]: 

.v ind 
\ ind \ 40 ) 

~.:4 1 "z min:loi--,/:I/ox.] 
~=i ) 

in which ~i = cos Qi • ctg Qi and Nin d is the number of indexed reflections. 
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Another type of functional has been given in [18, 65]; in [18], one has the probability 
of accidental occurrence of a zone 

C = "%! , .p.s- o ' ( ~  - a ) '  & - . s o ,  t 4 / ) '  " "  
Xo! (.~7. = . v o ) . '  " 

in which N c is the number of values of R (see (i0)), N o is the number of values giving coin- 

cidence, P = (ZAQi)/Qma x, and AQi is the Qi discrepancy, as previously. The larger i/C, the 
higher the probability that the zone has been chosen correctly. 

in [65], a further probabiiistic criterion was described, which was called PM(N, Po); 
here one calculates the probability with which the observed series {Qi} is indexed in a purely 
random fashion. For N reflections, the criterion is the product 

in which 

P.1I (.r, e , )  = *C.~ Pi : :  . . .  : P.t-, 

P i = 0 , 0 1 ,  i f  Pi~O,Oi. AOi~i ,  

P { = P { ,  i f  0 . 0 1 < P i < P o ,  AOi ~ 9i ,  

P~ = i: if Pi > Po or m~ = 0 or AQ~> rp~, 

in which m i is the number of QC falling in the range 

in [65], the PI-I criterion was compared with other functionals, in particular C and M20. 
There was an improvement in performance only in one or two cases out of dozens. 

A test based on set-theory concepts was proposed in [66]: reflex indexing is considered 
as an elementary event and then the sum of the probabilities for such elementary events is 
calculated. Tnis gives an expression for the amount of information obtained on indexing with 
a given set of lattice parameters: 

J 

iog'2 " " ~ " = 

where 

kOi  - ---- r a i n  [Z~j.9i, 0 ,5 (Qi  - -  Q i _ l ) ] ,  

AQr = r a in  [Z2(9i, 0 ,5 (Qi  - -  Qr 

and n is the number of unknown parameters, with K = Ks x K s (Table 5 gives K L and ~s]- 

M20 and M were also compared in [66]; Fig. 5 shows the behavior of M~0 and M in relation 
to the number of reflections. M20 is quite closely inversely proportional to M. 

Without complicating the calculations, one can always use M20, as many have done [61, 
67]. improving the functionals does not give a major improvement in the reliability in param- 
eter determination as has been suggested in [3]. Ali these criteria give essentially an 
ambiguous result with partial geometrical uncertainty (typical conditions), even if the posi- 
tions of the reflections are known accurately [68]. it is therefore important to use addi- 
tional information in lattice selection. 

4. SCOPE FOR USING POWDER-PATTE~q TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

These difficulties in cell calculation and comparison are largely overcome when a priori 
information provides a restrictive factor. Examples have been given in the previous sections: 
the initial cell in the homology method, the lattice characteristics for an isostructurai com- 
pound, the ceil volume, etc. Often, such additional information is obtained by methods dis- 
tinct from powder diffraction, e.g., electron microscopy [69]. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of M20 and M 
as functions of the number of reflec- 
tions N. 

i consider approaches based on powder pattern analysis. By topological characteristics 
are meant parameters describing the reflection distribution as a function of scattering angle. 

a) Relation between Cell Volume and Number of Reflections 

if all the reflections up to reflection i are identified in the simplest case on the 
pattern from an orthorhombic compound, then [70] 

~(0,25--0,5)x~. ~ u )  

in [71], an analogous expression was proposed for triclinic ~ymmetry 

i ~ (0.685--0 711)X , when ~ (20--30). kOi) 

More detailed account is taken of the symmetry with a term corresponding to the number 
of zonal reflections in [72]: 

~K /K V a a ~  v~/aA~ (52) 

in which K 0 and K 2 are empirical coefficients (given [73] in Table 6), while K I is a param- 

eter <i corresponding to the number of superimposed reflections, and ~ i i a = i i _ . _  - - 

The main difficulties in volume estimation arise because firstly the calculation is per- 
formed in the approximation a = b = c', which is not always true, and secondly, it is dif- 
ficult to evaluate the reflection overlap quantitatively. Consequently, the reflection 
numbering is distorted and the volume is estimated incorrectly. 

The first difficulty is basic, while the second can be overcome. 

if in general it is impossible to calculate the cell volume from powder data alone, 
one can estimate the maximum volume attained on locating ceils with a given accuracy. The 
majorant for the volume is [74] 

I~ N ) 
' kD&2 

1 

in which $ = 48, 24, 16, 8, 4, 2 for cubic, hexagonal, tetragonal orthorhombic, monoclinic, 
and triciinic symmetries correspondingly. 

Finally, one can estimate the volume from the density p and molecular weight M~ without 
resorting to powder patterns: 

~- := , ~ . ~ . \  .u , .  , .  (54) 
where N m is the number of molecules in the ceil. 

b) Use of Radial Distribution to Calculate Approximate Parameters 

The [75 76] approach is very useful, in [76], there is a simple expression derived 
from the radial distribution on the assumption of a monotonic structure, which enables one to 
derive possible forms for the cell parameters on the basis of the experimental Q: 

N 

= ( 5 5 )  

i = t  

in which r is radial distance. B ~ is defined by 

--B, 4n!Q \ - 
e " =<.I. 

kOO) 
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TABLE 7. Comparison of Actual Reflec- 
tion Numbers with those Calculated 
from (60) 

i o 

10 

5O 
i00 
2O0 

Sp. gr. 

i caic Ai, % 

9,5 --5 
48 --4 
I00 0 
t93 --3 
a ~ b ~ c  
~= 8.4 
b = 8,2 
c = 7 , 9  

i caic! AL % 

8 1--20 52 4 
97 --3 

200 0 
a > b ~ c  
a = 19,3 
b = 8 , 2  
c = 7 , 9  

icalc ' • % 
i0 ] 0 
51 2 

99 - - f  

t92  - - 4  

a ~ b . " > z  
a = 2t ,2  
b = 4.9,3 
e --- 7,9 

it is assumed that the (55) curve always has peaks corresponding to the lattice translations. 
in [76], an example is given of deriving the lattice parameters for tetragonal compounds by 
the use of y(r). 

c) General Formula for Number of Reflections 

The accuracy for the number of reflections on a powder pattern can be raised substan- 
tially by comparison with (52) if one has a general formula, whose derivation we begin with 
an orthorhombic cell. in that case, the number of the reflections is proportional to the 
product of the index bounds, so 

i ~ (hma x + 1) - (kmax--)- t) - (tmax@ 1) - -  1 . . . . .  t o / )  

in which hma x i, kmax i, imax i are the maximum possible values for the Miller indices for 

a given d i. As i increases, the index bounds tend asymptotically for d ~ X/2 to the values 
a/di, b/di, c/d i correspondingly. Substitution into (57) gives 

a-b.c a . b - - b . c  ' - -a .c  a + b ~ c  t 5 ~ )  

We are interested in the number of reflections having d < di, so the ~16 factor is required 
to convert from the (58) paralieiepiped volume to that of a triaxial ellipsoid: 

~TL~[='b~e~ ~='b=b'~==<df ~#b--c]d~ ~" (59) 
i -- i obs 

The deviation Ai= iobs l00 % (lob s is the observed value) decreases as lob s increases and 

is almost independent of the parameter ratios. However, the calculated numbers are over- 
estimated by several percent because the z/6 coefficient in (59) corresponds to the limit 

A/z, while even with i = 200, we are far from that limit. Planes with mutual distances 
dj (j < di) intersect to form a polyhedron inscribed in the asymptotic ellipsoid. Therefore, 
t~e coefficient should vary with i and be less than z/6. We incorporate this in the fol- 
lowing representations: the polyhedron is considered a regular figure with i + 4 faces, 
while the ellipsoid is taken as a sphere of unit radius. Then the K i replacing v/6 in (59) 
is L S l j  

' ~'~ ~[  ~ ~'~ ~,7 ($g-- i).co~ ~ {6(~--_2)/.[3 -- ctg" \ ~ / j  ( 6 0 )  
Ki -- 70,03' 

Table 7 compares the true numbering lob s with the calcualted value icalc from the use 
of (5o). 

The effects of systematic absences and symmetry on the number of reflections are almost 
the same; the two factors appear as coefficients in (59) before the corresponding terms. 
The first term in (59) corresponds to the number of general-type reflections, while the second 
corresponds to the number of zonal reflections and the third to the number of basal ones. 
Formula (59) has been written for orthorhombic s}~metry, but as a-b-c = V is the cell volume, 
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and a-b = Sab, b-c = Sbc, c = Sac are sections, we have for any symmetry that 

~ ~ K~ [J Kv'Vd~ -~ Ka~.S,__ ~. + Kbc'S~e "}- Kac'Sa~"}- K a ' a - -  K~'b 4- K'e'r d~ . (61) 

if we take a - b - c, we get an expression that extends standard formulas for the cell 
volume: 

in which 
K~ K. o f~  K~ K i K~ _ 

i w i t h  t h e  mean v a l u e  o f  t h e  l a t t i c e  p a r a m e t e r .  

d) Evaluating initial Data 

An important application of (61) is to estimate the scope for performing unit-cell param- 
eter determination, i.e., evaluating the suitability of the input data for defining three- 
dimensional solutions. There are at least two aspects here. The first is related to detect- 
ing reflections corresponding to noncoplanar directions. The second is associated with the 
accuracy in determining the reflection positions. 

One cannot determine whether there are reflections corresponding to noncop!anar direc- 
tions until the powder pattern has been indexed; one can only indirectly estimate the scope 
for such reflections, e.g., from the variation in the number of reflections with scattering 
angle. For that purpose we represent (61) as 

�9 [P  l = ( 6 3 )  

in which ~ is a parameter whose value is dependent on the predominance of reflections of a 
particular type. if zonal-type reflections predominate, a + 2, while for basal ones a + i, 
and general ones a + 3. ~en ~ differs substantially from 3, the input data require addi- 
tional analysis in order to establish the cause of the difference. Amongst nhe factors may 
be that the system contains several phases or that there are numerous overlapping reflec- 
tions. Numerous calculations have shown that a in the range 2.3-3.5 are satisfactory for 
unit-cell parameter determination. 

A second important point in checking the input data is to evaluate the probability of 
random indexing within the indexing intervals (AQi) given by the user; ~or the probability 
to be less than one, one should have [74] 

N 

l o g )  

This can be used to calculate the maximum permissible error in measuring the angles (a@max): 

sin 3 @x~ 
AOmax -- .\r >" hOi(rad)' 

12".~ ~. sin~- @i 'c~ @i 
i=l 

(65) 

in which Ae i is the error in measuring the position of reflection i. The maximum error is 
dependent on the lattice parameters and the symmetry. The larger the unknown parameters 
and/or the lower the symmetry, the higher the accuracy required in line measurement. 

e) Choosing Cell Approximations from Data on Number of Reflections 

if the parameters are given the values corresponding to the maxima in y(r) in (55), one 
can use (61) to select coefficients for which the calculated and experimental numbers of 
reflections coincide, i.e., each combination of three parameters can be put into correspon- 
dence with the symmetry. With slight loss of accuracy, one can discard the last term in (61), 
where we get 

~ = Z1 ".Ph~:~. �9 a . b . c . . ~  . ~ 2" P~'~o'a'b-= Z3"P;~o~" ~.c + Z4.Po~ z. b.c).,A]-+ ~66~ 
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in which Z I, Z 2, Z 3, Z4 are coefficients dependent on the syn~netry and Phkg, Phk0, Ph0s P0kg 
are coefficients that incorporate the systematic absences due to the open symmetry elements. 
The effects of the systematic absences on the number of reflections is clear from the follow- 
ing example. Let there be a plane b perpendicular to the X axis in an orthorhombic system, 
which is responsible for systematic absences of 0ks form: k = 2"n, as a result of which the 
number of 0kg reflections is halved or P0ks = i/2. A similar chance in the number of reflec- 
tion can occur from the occurrence of a plane with diagonal glide in the same position: n, 
while [78] gives values of Z l, Z~, Z~, Z~, Phkg, Phk0, Ph0s P0hg and examples illustrating 
the performance of this method of restricting the search region. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The above indicates the variety of problems arising in unit-cell parameter determina- 
tion, one of the most important being the lack of an integral approach to the problem. There 
are various techniques, each of which is effective in a particular case. A general algorithm 
requires the development of corresponding methods. Tne published evidence indicates that 
the most effective of the cell generation methods is to step the indices with automatic 
reference reflection selection. This is well supplemented by selecting the search regions 
on the basis of powder-pattern topological characteristics and evaluating the interpretabil- 
ity (suitability) of the data for the purpose. 

in spite of the variety of papers dealing with methods of determining cell parameters, 
no approaches have been devised that provide better than 60-70% reliability, particularly 
for monociinic and triclinic materials, where the proportion is substantially lower. Radical- 
ly new approaches are needed. This is to be expected not in the area of solving the basic 
system (i) as this is closely related to ideal-lattice concepts, as it is necessary to re- 
search quasicrystals and finely divided and muitiphase systems. One approach here is direct 
simulation, i.e., simulating the structure and scattering pattern without postulating a 
lattice. The theoretical principles for such approaches are being vigorously developed. 
Examples are provided by [79, 80]. Unfortunately, examples of direct simulation are still 
extremely rare, and examples dealing with the reasons for translational symmetry are even 
rarer, i anticipate vigorous developments in this area. 
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